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Task Description:

The Human Research Program has outlined risks associated with human spaceflight within the Human Research
Roadmap. One such risk is listed as the risk of bone fracture due to spaceflight-induced changes to bone. Our objective
to create a printed amino-terminal collagen crosslinks (NTX) quantification sensor strip coupled with a facile urine
collection and volume measurement device. The proposed project will be a ground-based study with the potential to be
further developed for spaceflight. To accomplish the proposed objective, we will complete the following Aims. 
Aim 1: Develop conductive, telopeptide selective, and dielectric inks for printed sensor. 

Aim 2: Print and electrochemically characterize 3-electrode device for NTX detection. 

Aim 3: Integrate sensor with urine collection device and handheld potentiostat hardware. 

If successful, the proposed project will reduce risk of crew bone fracture by continuously evaluating bone health by
monitoring mineral metabolism as excreted NTX for bone reabsorption. Future studies could expand the scope of health
monitoring to include interferon gamma, tumor necrosis factor-alpha, 25 OH-vitamin B, and bone specific alkaline
phosphatase, and/or other molecules of interest. Additionally, these sensors will be manufactured entirely by printing
technology. It is anticipated that they can eventually be manufactured in an in-space environment, which directly
compliments Space Technology Mission Directorate’s In-Space Manufacturing project. By relying on simple printing
technology, analytical sensors can be fabricated in space, which would enable adaptive crew health monitoring on
long-duration space mission and future habitation. 

  

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:   

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

This research has benefits for both humans involved in space travel and for humans on Earth. A sensor that monitors
bone health has great benefit for our aging adult population. Osteoporosis is the most common bone disease and affects
an estimated 10.2 million Americans leading to increased risk of bone fracture. Point-of-care sensors can be useful to
monitor bone density loss and onset of osteoporosis, improving the patient experience by lowering the time required for
an auxiliary diagnostic while also reducing healthcare costs, since a specialized operator is not required to perform the
measurement. 
  

Task Progress:

This project addresses the topic: “Lab Analysis Point-of-Care Device Evaluation and Downselect” of the Human
Research Roadmap (HRR) gap Osteo 5 that states, “we need an in-flight capability to monitor bone turnover and bone
mass changes during spaceflight”. One bone remodeling biomarker that can be directly correlated with bone resorption
from a non-invasive urine specimen is NTx, a degradation by-product of type I collagen. NTx levels in urine were
recently used to evaluate bone health during the NASA Twins Study and is a biomarker of interest, referred to in
HRR’s Osteo 5 gap. To address this HRR gap, we have developed a methodology using a printed electrochemical
sensor capable of detecting NTx in urine. Our goal is to create a highly adaptable and versatile approach that utilizes
fabrication processes consistent with in-space manufacturing, thus enabling the manufacture of point-of-care devices
during flight. Going forward, we plan to expand the sensor’s capability to measure a variety of bone remodeling
biomarkers simultaneously. However, NTx serves as our initial target for this project and as a proof-of-concept for our
approach. 
The project objective is to create a space-suitable, printed sensor strip for quantifiable NTx detection coupled to a urine
collection device. To accomplish this objective, we have focused on the following Aims. Aim 1: Develop conductive,
telopeptide selective and dielectric inks for printed sensor. Aim 2: Print and electrochemically characterize 3-electrode
device for NTx detection. Aim 3: Integrate sensor with urine collection device and handheld potentiostat hardware. 

During this project, we have created a hands-free and robust manufacturing process using microdispense, inkjet, and 3D
printing to generate an electrochemical sensor for measuring NTx from a urine specimen. The sensor utilizes a carbon
nanotube ink, which improves the electrochemical response and gold nanoparticles to provide selective surfaces for NTx
detection. Using those optimized and pre-screened electronic inks, 3-electrode electrochemical sensors have been
printed using inkjet and precision microdispense instrumentation. Both devices were characterized for their
electrochemical performance and robustness. Fluid delivery based on lateral flow materials was designed to carry the
urine specimen to the sensor surface. Finally, sensors were packaged into reusable cassette holders and interfaced with a
handheld reader for simple and reliable operation. 
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